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The state does not subscribe to a continuity of care models in which people with the most severe disabilities are cared for only in nursing homes. Unless you need 24-hour medical/nursing supervision, there is a strong belief that if it is their choice, they should be able to serve in their own homes and communities. The
state's goal is to provide services to people with high levels of needs in residential care facilities, but some felt that this goal was met more by RcF than by AFF and AAF. The Oregon experience is the same as the Washington experience - AFE takes care of people with more disabilities due to illness. Why is that? In
general, aid life is run by large corporations. They are good at grooming. They don't want to be in a position to take care of people with very disabilities, they don't want to hire staff, they don't want to be at risk of fines or bad publicity. Many providers will try to skim. They try to get rid of high-level people. Regulations are
too permissive - they only need disclosure about discharge. I don't know if there is a regulatory solution. Considering the problem of insurance and litigation, the goal of aging is a problem. Oregon's idea was to do a nursing home exchange model with a better living environment. If aid life is an alternative model, the
aided life should do its best to take care of the residents until they need a 24-hour nursing supervision. Aging used to be an important factor, but now the condition is running away. If providers are going to get Medicaid money, they need to be prepared to provide as much care as possible. Please note that lifts for 3
people are not allowed in the small facility with 30 beds. But we need a commitment to keep people as long as possible. Oregon is different from New Jersey or Florida - you're saying you have to go to a nursing home when you reach a certain level you need. Hospitalization is not a problem, but there are retention and
discharge requirements that determine when life support people need to move to higher levels of care due to disability or higher medical needs. Some providers take on certain residents and find it difficult to find higher care settings. Some people who live in aid don't want to move. The facility may be able to take care of
one or two people with greater needs, but not five or six people. Many universities hire professional counselors to play roles including student admission, career decision-making, and academic planning. These professionals, like traditional mental health and rehabilitation counselors, must comply with certain national and
state certifications and licenses in order to practice as counselors. Universities that list these positions as admission officers or coordinators may not require these requirements, even if the duties of these duties are similar to those advertised for similar counseling positions. Master's ProgramAreas certified by the
Certification Council (CACREP) of counseling and related education programs (CACREP) are recommended for obtaining both state and state certification in counseling. You can obtain a license or certification without participating in the CACREP program, but you must complete up to 3,000 hours of teachery counseling
experience before you can take a national or state license exam. Counseling certification requirements may vary from state to state, but in most cases you will need at least 2,000 hours of supervisory counseling experience in addition to a passing national counselor exam and a master's degree in counseling to obtain a
state license or state certification. License committees in many states use the National Counselor Examination (NCE) for license and certification instead of state-run license exams. The NCE is managed by the National Board of Accreditation Counselor and includes about 200 multi-choice questions including counseling
theory, relationships, group work, career development, testing and evaluation, and counseling professional research components. One of the first certifications a counselor gets is a National Certified Counselor (NCC). NCC is available to concearseers who have graduated from the CACREP Certification Program or have
completed 3,000 hours of graduate counseling and passed the NCE. Earning an NCC is often the first step in accepting a state license, but it allows access to advertising for both low-cost liability insurance, student loan repayment programs, and both local and national-level services. The qualification of a licensed
professional counselor is awarded to a counselor who is certified by a strict state committee. Some states have their own board of directors of licensed professional counselors to oversebea this process, while others work with the state board of medical examiners. Requirements for acquiring LPCs vary from state to state,
but many states include NCE and tacticum hours used to obtain NCC when considering accepting lawyers. The transition from high school to college can be confusing, and many high school and private counselors working with high school students are seeking training in this area to provide preventive assistance to
students before they move to college. These counselors can not only assist students in selecting a potential university, but also discuss ways to prepare for thyrity issues such as being alone responsible for the future of their studies away from home. Certificate programs such as college admissions certificates, college
admission counseling, and career guidance can be obtained by counselors to gain insights and training related to this population.Author Anthony Oster is a licensed professional counselor who earned his master's degree in science in counseling psychology at the University of Southern Mississippi. Since 2007, he has
been a writer and lead video editor for a small video production company based in South Louisiana. Oster is a co-owner of the professional photography business and advises owners on the acquisition of the company's hardware and software. As the sayings say, build the right things and build things right. Ease of use is
how useful the product is for its purpose, encompassing aspects of different interfaces, or how functional it is. What is the learning curve? You can easily figure out how to use the product for the first time. Efficient: Users can perform tasks quickly and easily. Tolerance: The design minimizes user errors. If an error occurs,
the design does not cause significant results and provides clear feedback on the solution. Satisfied: The design is emotionally fulfilling. Let's take a look at some simple tips for designing the smooth experience your users need. A good UX is a learning feature, that is, how easy it is to learn how to use the product depends
on the context. There are different standards for different industries. For example, the money transfer app Venmo relies on simplicity and convenience, but Google Drive targets heavier workflows and offers a variety of features. The same user expects to learn almost instantly from Venmo, but requires more patient
people in Google Drive to learn actions such as document sharing and permission management. In other words, there are common techniques for improving learning in all scenarios: use clear symbols and UI patterns: Because they are used repeatedly on various websites, symbols (such as envelopes representing
emails) and UI patterns are immediately recognized. Design an empty state: An empty state commonly seen as a placeholder screen tells new users what they can expect from the page after sufficient action has been taken to create the page. Decorations as well as help users turn themselves quickly. Use white space
as a design tool: Blanks, or screen emptiness, can improve your understanding by up to 20% when used correctly. Putting enough space between the elements and the text will create a breathing chamber so that people can pause to handle what they have just seen. Excellent onboarding: The onboarding phase is a
golden window that displays the core functionality of the product to the user. 80% of the time to focus on 20% of the features that users need. Consider using plenty of visuals and adding a completeness meter succinctly. Progressive Disclosure: Revealing Information GraduallyYou can even give control so that users can
choose their own pace. Progressive disclosure covers features such as content switching (show/hide details), expanding links, and educational overlays. As a product that people use to reach points A through B, Google Maps must be easy to explore. You don't have to invest a lot of time in advance to learn all the
features, so the design needs to reveal more additional features to use over and over again. Fortunately, you'll find a lot of secondary menus in all of the right places. In this case, the core tasks are performed single-mindedly, so onboarding is not actually required. People shouldn't need a tutorial to explain how to find
some way somewhere. The design should speak for itself. But as a fallback, Google still includes spontaneous tours. The most common actions, such as searching for directions, are displayed, but secondary actions are not displayed until you need them. The feature is all easy to understand, thanks to a clear icon with a
single word label (such as a star that proposes a location favorably). Focus on wide white space that emphasizes location (search fields and blue rectangles) and quickly understand UI patterns such as pins on the map. 2. A good UX has two important components that are efficient: one streamlines the way the user
achieves the goal, and the two make the system feel efficient. As Anthony Tseng of the UX movement suggests, saturation is applied to the elements you want to see (CTAs, alerts, system messages, etc.), and the colors of menus and panels are dimmed to minimize distractions during core tasks. Simple (but not
necessarily small) clicks: Some people may think that all pages need to be accessible with three clicks of another click. But this is not as accurate as people think. A better way is to design a simple click with clear labels and navigation. As long as every click approaches the user's goal (and feels easy), it doesn't matter if
it exceeds three clicks. Speed issues: Jacob Nielsen pointed out the importance of reaction time at the microscopic level. Don't ignore the performance of your site or app. The user feels control only if the reaction time is less than or less than 0.1 seconds. The user loses control due to a delay of more than one second.
The user's time during the test: The time that the task was completed during the user test. Usability expert Jeff Sauro offers some great advice for measuring and interpreting the efficiency of tasks. Write out the task flow: Create a list of each step required to complete the task (e.g. 1) open Gmail, 2) click New and 3)
enter the recipient's email. Check the listRedundant and trim as many steps as possible. Reorganize the layout: Sort the screen layout to minimize the number of distracting secondary elements and ensure that only elements related to the goal are displayed. Chunks: If you can't delete specific content, try regrouping.
Chunking is an effective way to reduce cognitive load without reducing visible elements. For a good UX to use a permissive UX, the UI must allow user errors. Consider the following: Undo vs. Confirmation: The general opinion is that undo is to create a smoother interface than confirmation about resulting actions such as
deletion. As Aza Ruskin explains, it is custom for users to develop a habit loop in a pop-up window and click Ok before fully understanding the confirmation. The Undo feature occupies a loop of habits rather than challenging it. There are a few exceptions to complex cancellations, such as exposing something publicly or
performing actions on important actions, such as deleting an entire e-mail database. Allow input format: The input form must correspond to more than one format. With a more tolerant form of UI pattern, users can enter what they need and sort it on the back end. Yelp announces this feature through input hints such as
placeholder text Tacos, Cheap Dinner, Max. Auto-save: Inexpensive data storage automatically stores superior protection for users who lose data through accidents such as human error, browser crashes, and power outages. To get the most out of its effects, Gmail will create subtle indicators like this: Exceptional error
feedback: Errors can't be defended forever. In that case, we'll give you feedback to get the user back on track. You can even clearly explain what happened and how to rectify the situation and even provide call-to-action for the next step. Users are more likely to skim anyway, so keep it simple. 4. Great UX forms a base
while more abstract concepts such as satisfaction go up to the top when we transfer the hierarchy of Masslow needs to web design, functionality and usability. User fun is nevertheless a great component of successful UX: micro-interaction: the smallest interaction is added to the cohesed experience. Micro-interactions
make the interface smooth and fun. Adding fun animations and amazing elements can make your system more interesting and easier to use. Meaningful Gamification: Gamification gets a bad lap today, but hopefully it can improve the user's experience. Steer away from weary ideas like badges and currencies unless you
have new spins on them. Gamification is a great way to get rid of interruptions. View the user's progress without patronizing the user. Personality: You should feel the interaction with digital productsHuman beings as much as possible. A banking app that feels like a friendly advisor works better than anything that feels like
a call center agent. Personality includes copy tone, visual styling, and pace of interaction. As long as you build around the type of user, there is no wrong answer. Before you build your own, start with the personality of the user (check your persona). This article was applied with the permission of Basic Elements of UX
Design Success that describes best practices using 24 examples of companies such as Slack and Apple. Other.
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